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Read this manual before using this product. Failure to do so can
result in property damage, personal injury, or even death.
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BBQube® TempMaster Pro™ Overview
Introduction
The BBQube® TempMaster Pro™ is a BBQ Grill Temperature Controller, Sous-Vide Cooker and Wireless
Thermometer All-in-One. It is an easy-to-use, self-contained modular temperature control system for
controlling temperatures in a wide range of charcoal pit grills and cookers, from Weber Kettle to
Kamado/Egg-style grills, for applications such as barbeque (BBQ) and smoking. The optional Sous-Vide
attachment can turn a slow-cooker into a precise Sous-Vide machine, or turn off small kitchen
appliances based on target temperature settings. The four-probed rechargeable wireless thermometer
can be detached from the base and used as a stand-alone thermometer. The magnetic docking
mechanism will charge the thermometer when powered on. Once charged, the thermometer can
operate over 100 hours of operation.
The fan controller module uses a microprocessor to modulate oxygen supply to the fire thereby
controlling the cooking temperature and automatically maintaining the desired cooking temperature for
your particular food. Maintaining a proper temperature is critical for successful cooking, consistent
results, and food that’s done just right. The BBQube TempMaster Pro can stabilize the cooking
temperature within 3 degrees of the target temperature in a Kamado grill and can be easily paused
during open-lid situations.
The thermometer module accepts and monitors inputs from four temperature probes: one ambient
temperature probe for sensing the cooking temperature inside the grill, and three temperature probe
for monitoring food temperatures. It can be used independently to just monitor cooking temperatures
or it can be easily docked on the fan controller module with internal magnets. The fan controller
module can then be set to a desired temperature and will modulate the built-in variable speed bladeless
fan to control cooking temperatures. The thermometer module can be paired to your smart-phone via
Bluetooth, which allows you to monitor your cooking temperatures remotely from your phone.
You can disconnect the internal battery by turning the battery switch off. It’s useful when thermometer
module is docked when in use, so the whole controller can be turned on and off both from the DC
power supply.
The BBQube TempMaster Pro requires 12 volt DC input power, which can be provided by either an
available 120 volt/220 volt outlet using provided power adapter, or by our Camper Power Box (Optional),
which provides portable outdoor use away from available power sources such as camping and picnicking.

BBQube TempMaster Pro Components
The BBQube TempMaster Pro comes with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

TempMaster Pro Controller Unit
One ambient air temperature probe with clip
One 6” long food probe
One 3” short food probe
Flexible air hose
12V DC Power Supply
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•

One lower vent grill adapter (model specific)

Features and Benefits

Fan Controller Module
The fan controller module has the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

12 CFM variable speed bladeless blower fan that can be independently operated at any desired
speed by the dial without the thermometer.
On board settings allow user to select grill profile for different size/style of grills for tailored
temperature control
Bright OLED status indicator with TempMaster Pro control to select and set the desired
temperatures and control features
USB connector output for connection to a relay for controlling devices in various cooking
applications such as sous-vide and water heating
Upgradeable firmware for future expansions and features

Thermometer Module
The thermometer module has the following features:
•
•
•
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Bright OLED temperature indicator with panel touch buttons to select and monitor the various
input temperatures
One input jack for receiving an analog input from an ambient cooking temperature sensor
Three input jacks for receiving analog inputs such as from food temperature sensor probes
NOTE: If the thermometer module is used by itself then all 4 inputs can be used for food
temperatures. The #1 Temp input required for sensing grill ambient temperature is only used
when the thermometer module is connected to the fan controller module.
Version 1.0.1

•
•
•

Blue tooth controller for connecting to a smartphone running the BBQube TempMaster Pro
smartphone application that is used to monitor meat temperatures
Built-in magnets for secure mounting of module to fan controller module (They can also be used
to easily attach the thermometer module to a metal portion of your grill stand or cart.)
Internal rechargeable battery allows 100+ hours of stand-alone use of thermometer.

Temperature Sensor Probes
The temperature sensor probes have the following features:
•
•
•
•

Ambient air temperature sensor probe with clip
3” Short temperature probe for sensing meat (great for ribs)
6” long temperature probe for sensing meat temperature
BBQube 5X fast response probes sense temperatures 5 times faster than standard probes

Sous-Vide Relay Attachment
An industry first, the optional SV attachment can turn a common slow-cooker into a precise sous-vide
machine. The appliance is plugged into a piggyback socket that’s controlled by BBQube TempMaster Pro
based on probe 1 readings from the water bath.

Grill Adapters
TempMaster Pro comes with one grill adapter of your choice. We have adapters for Big Green Egg,
Kamado Joe, Akorn Grills, Weber Kettle, Weber Go-Anywhere, Weber Smokey Mountain and other
brands and models that utilize similar intake vents.

BBQ Set Up and Operation
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Setting up and operating a grill with the BBQube TempMaster Pro is a four-step process, as follows:

!
!
!
!

Step 1: Build the Fire
Step 2: Connect the BBQube TempMaster Pro
Step 3: Set the BBQube TempMaster Pro Cooking Controls
Step 4: Start Cooking and Monitoring

See the detailed instructions for these steps in the following sections. Like in all the things we do, give
yourself plenty of time. In general, it takes 20 min – 60 min, depends on the grill size and target
temperature, to stabilize the internal temperature. There is no better ways to learn how to use
TempMaster Pro by watching online videos. We’ve created a video library on our website that covers a
wide range of grills and cooking appliances controlled by TempMaster Pro.
The following illustration shows the BBQube TempMaster Pro controlling a Kamado Grill in a typical BBQ
application.

Step 1: Build the Fire
Building a proper fire for use with the BBQube TempMaster Pro is an important step to ensure
successful cooking.
Perform the following steps to build your fire:
1. Determine the total amount of charcoal coals to use for your cooking your specific meat and
time. It is best to place them around the outside circumference of the grill in a horseshoe
manner, stacked about two coals deep and two or three coals wide. Experiment with the
BBQube TempMaster Pro and your favorite grill to find the best layout. Always keep the air
channel clear of ash and debris. If you’re using a small grill, leave out some room in the fire pit
for the starter charcoals.
6
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NOTE: We recommend using briquette charcoal for consistent burning. If you’re using lump
charcoal, break them down to briquette size chunks. It is best to build your fire smaller than you
normally would for the same meat if you were cooking it without the TempMaster Pro Controller. In
general, about half as many coals is a good starting point.
Recommended starting number of charcoal briquettes to reach 225 degrees.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

15” Kamado - 4 charcoal briquettes
22” Kamado - 8 charcoal briquettes
26” Kamado - 20 charcoal briquettes
Weber Kettle 22” - 8 charcoal briquettes
Weber Smokey Mountain - 10 briquettes
Weber Go-Anywhere - 4 charcoal briquettes
Weber Smokey-Joe - 6 charcoal briquettes
SSOM Red Box Smoker - 6 charcoal briquettes
Backwoods Chubby 3400 - 6 charcoal briquettes

2. It is easiest to start your coals in a charcoal chimney. A charcoal chimney such as the one shown
below makes it much easier to get your coals started properly. Stack your coals in the charcoal
chimney two coals deep around the outside edge of the chimney. Use crumpled paper on the
bottom of the chimney to start the coals.
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3. You can also start your fire by using a propane torch to light the first 5~6 charcoals at one end of
the horseshoe and let TempMaster Pro do the rest.
Follow recommended number of briquettes for your grill to start in the chimney. It’s another
area you can fine tune with your grill and target temp. You want the starting charcoals have
plenty of heat to bring up the internal temperature rapidly without overshooting target, leave
the last 50-80 degrees to the BBQube TempMaster Pro.
4. Keep the coals in the charcoal chimney until the coals are all white, about 10-20 mins. When
they are all white they are ready to be place in your grill.
5. Place your pre-started coals in the grill. Evenly lay them out at one end of the horseshoe. You
can also add the smoking wood chips now.
6. Assemble the inside components of your grill; food grate, insulator, heat deflector/drip pan, etc.
IMPORTANT: Do not place the meat in the grill until after Step 3: Setting the BBQube TempMaster
Pro Cooking Controls and AFTER the target grill temperature has been reached and stabilized.

Step 2: Connect the BBQube TempMaster Pro
Perform the following steps to connect the BBQube TempMaster Pro:
1. Locate the BBQube TempMaster Pro near your grill on a flat secure surface or the ground.
2. Connect the fan air hose to the fan outlet connector on the BBQube TempMaster Pro and the
other end of the hose to the air vent opening on the bottom of your grill using the supplied
adaptor.
3. Place the ambient temperature probe inside your grill and secure it in place with its clip.
NOTE: Do not place the probe directly above the burning coals, so that it gets an accurate
8
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indication of the cooking temperature inside the grill. In a Kamado/Egg-style grill, you can place
it above a corner of the stone insulator. In standard sheet metal grills you can insulate it from
the coals by placing a layer of aluminum foil on top of the food grate below where the sensor is
placed. You can optionally purchase BBQube TempMaster Pro heat deflector/drip pans for
certain models of grills.
4. Connect the other end of the ambient temperature sensor to the BBQube TempMaster Pro
thermometer module connector labeled P1. (BBQube TempMaster Pro will always use P1 as the
ambient temperature for control calculations under BBQ and Sous-Vide Relay functions.)

5. Power up the BBQube TempMaster Pro with the supplied 12V DC power adapter or the optional
Camper Power Kit.
Result:
The unit powers up and the OLED displays indicate current status conditions, as in the following
example:

T: Indicates the set target cooking temperature
P: Indicates the temperature inside the grill
BBQ: Indicates the current operating mode (BBQ, Relay, or Manual Fan)
F: Indicates the fan speed (in percentage of full speed)
00:00: Is a cooking timer which indicates the total elapsed cooking time (hours:minutes)
Battery Icon: Indicates battery charge status
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Step 3: Set the BBQube TempMaster Pro Cooking Controls
Perform the following steps to set your BBQube TempMaster Pro cooking controls for BBQ cooking:
1. Press dial to enter main menu, Continue to rotate the dial to access page 2 of the setup menu,
which allows you to set the grill size. The page 2 menu display is shown below.

With the selection arrow on Setting, press the dial to select it.
Result:
The grill size menu displays, as shown below:

Turn the dial to select your grill size, and then press the dial to set the grill size. Each grill is
associated with its own tailor-made fan control algorithm, a major advancement in precision fan
power control. After grill selection is confirmed, the unit will return to home screen. Your
selection will be stored even when the power is turned off.
2. Press the fan control module dial to enter the setup menu. (To exit to home screen during menu
selections, press and hold the dial for 2 seconds until home screen flashes.)
Result:
The fan control module OLED display shows page 1 of the setup menu, as in the following
example:

3. Rotate the fan module dial to move the arrow cursor to BBQ, and then press the dial to select
the BBQ mode.
Result:
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The temperature menu item displays as shown below:

Turn the dial to select the desired cooking temperature and then press the dial to set the
temperature. The device will return to home screen with “BBQ” shown as status and cooking
timer will start.
Result:
The OLED display returns to the home screen, as in the following example:

Note:
Fan will start after 60 seconds of “observation period”. This allows the grill chamber to stabilize.
You can also reset the target temperature at any time by re-entering BBQ temperature setting
menu and select a new temperature. Cooking time will reset after target temperature change.
To Reset: Select “Reset” from the main menu to cancel current function and set device to idle.
Opening the Grill Lid during Cooking
If you need to open the grill during cooking, press and hold the dial knob to pause the BBQube
TempMaster Pro and prevent it from reacting to the sudden temperature drop. Click the dial
after closing the grill lid to allow the BBQube TempMaster Pro to continue controlling the
cooking environment. After resume operation, the controller will monitor the temperature for
60 seconds before starting the fan.

Step 4: Start Cooking
IMPORTANT: Do not place the meat in the grill until AFTER the target grill temperature has
been reached and stabilized.
Perform the following steps to start cooking:
1. Arrange meat on top of the food grate. Insert the food temperature probes into the meat or
other food that you are cooking. The tip of the probe needs to be at the center of the thickest
part of the meat, which has the lowest temperature of the whole piece. Close the grill cover.
NOTE: Indirect heat cooking is preferred in slow and low BBQ, it is best to not position the meat
directly over the coals. Use a drip pan or heat deflector if necessary.
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2. Connect the other end of the food temperature probes to the BBQube TempMaster Pro
thermometer module connectors labeled P2-Food, P3-Food, and P4-Food as necessary.

4. Monitor your food temperatures using the thermometer module’s OLED display, as follows:
Touch the left arrow < to display the P1 and P2 temperatures. Touch the right arrow > to display
the P3 and P4 temperatures.

5. Monitor your target cooking temperature and grill temperature using the fan control module’s
OLED display or the BBQube App on your smart phone.

6. Adjust the BBQube TempMaster Pro settings as necessary during cooking.
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7. Remove your meat or other dish when the meat temperature sensors indicate that it has
reached the desired temperature and is properly done.
8. Enjoy your meal!

Connect to your Phone via Bluetooth
BBQube TempMaster Pro features BLE 4.0 connectivity and can be connected from a smartphone that is
running Android or iOS. Follow these steps to download the BBQube Pro app and connect to your
TempMaser Pro device..
1. Download the latest BBQube Pro App from Google Play Store or Apple App Store. The app
features BBQube logo as its icon. BBQube Pro App for Android is also downloadable from
our website.

2. Upon opening, BBQube Pro App will search for TempMaster Pro nearby. Found devices will
be listed with its unique MAC addresses. Tap on the device to enter.
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3. The following screen will appear, showing device status, temperatures charts and other data.

4. You can setup temperature alarms in each probe’s chart. If you are disconnected from the
device, restart the app to get connected again.

Tips for Best BBQ Cooking Results
Controlling Air Flow through the Grill
Air flows through a grill during cooking is controlled by vents in the bottom and top of the grill. In
general, it’s best to keep the vent openings very small when using the BBQube TempMaster Pro. The
picture below shows the vent opening on the top vent on a Kamado-style grill for target temperature at
225 degrees. As you can see, this is a very small opening. A slightly bigger top vent opening will help
temperature to rise during starting period or to reach higher target temperature.
Some experimentation with your specific grill will likely be necessary.
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Opening the Grill Lid during Cooking
If you need to open the grill during cooking, press and hold the dial knob to pause the BBQube
TempMaster Pro and prevent it from reacting to the sudden temperature drop. Click the dial after
closing the grill lid to allow the BBQube TempMaster Pro to continue controlling the cooking
environment. After resume operation, the controller will monitor the temperature for 60 seconds
before starting the fan.

Sous-Vide Cooking Set Up and Operation
Paired with the Sous-Vide Attachment (Optional), the BBQube TempMaster Pro can cook in Sous-Vide
mode with a slow-cooker. The slow-cooker must feature a mechanical switch, found in most basic
models. Do not use a slow-cooker that will automatically shutoff.

Sous-Vide cooking setup with a slow-cooker
The following illustration shows the BBQube TempMaster Pro controlling a slow-cooker in a typical sousvide application.
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Fill the slow-cooker with water and food to be cooked. (Check out our video library on our website for
details on Sous-Vide food prep.) Plug the SV Relay Attachment into the USB port on the left side of
TempMaster Pro. Plug the male plug of the SV Relay power cord into a household AC socket, then plug
the slow-cooker into the piggybacked socket on top. Drop the waterproof sensor Probe 1 into the water
bath and it’ll measure and report the temperature inside the slow-cooker. The BBQube TempMaster
Pro, via the SV Relay unit, will control the slow-cooker water temperature by turning the cooker on and
off. It can keep water temperature within 1 degree of target temperature.
To access the control menus for Sous-Vide, use the control menu as follows:
1. Press the dial to enter the setup menu, and then select “Relay” function.

.

Result:
The temperature setting menu options for relay mode displays as shown below:

Hold at – this function will hold a heating appliance at the set temperature. Doing Sous-Vide in a
slow cooker will be a perfect example.
Turn off at – this function will shut off the heating appliance at the set temperature. Heat up
coffee water to 205 degrees in an electric water kettle using P1 as your temperature probe.
Check out our videos online for the whole operation.
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Rotate the fan module dial to select either the Hold at option or the Turn off at option, and then
press the dial to display the temperature setting menu item.

Turn the dial to the desired temperature and then press the dial to set the temperature.
Result:
The red LED will lit up on the SV Relay unit when it’s on. The slow-cooker will also be turned on
and off along with the SV Relay unit, while keeping water bath at the target temperature.
To Reset: Select “Reset” from the main menu to cancel current function and set device to idle.
Important: Do not exceed the 1000w load limit on SV Relay Attachment.

Manual Fan and Timer Options
Manual Fan
You can run the TempMaster Pro as a constant speed blower fan. The “Manual Fan” function can be run
without the thermometer attached. It comes handy when you’re doing open fire cooking – use the
manual fan to keep the fire going strong and use the thermometer to monitor the food temperatures.
It’s also useful when starting the fire – set the fan power to 100% and blow it under the charcoal
chimney for a quick fire start.
To access the control menus for Sous-Vide, use the control menu as follows:
1. Press the dial to enter the setup menu, and then select “Relay” function.

Result:
The Manual Fan Power setting menu displays as shown below:
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2. Rotate the dial to select the fan speed (% of full speed), and then press the dial to set the
fan speed. The controller will return to home screen with “M-Fan” showing as status and
blower fan running at set power.
3. To reset Manual Fan, select “Reset” from the Main Menu

Timer
You can set a timer for BBQ, Sous-Vide and Manual Fan functions from 5 minutes to 50 hours, in 5
minutes increment. It’s very useful when doing long hour slow and low cooking. The controller will
return to idle status after timer runs out.
To access the control menus for Timer, use the control menu as follows:
1. Press the dial to enter the setup menu, and then select “Timer” function.

Result:
The Set Timer menu displays as shown below:

2. Rotate the dial to set the hours, from 0 to 50. Click the dial to confirm, the cursor will move
to minutes. Rotate the dial to set the minutes, in 5 minutes increment. Press to confirm. The
controller will return to home screen with a small clock symbol next to the Battery Indicator.
The time is now displaying the remaining of the preset time period.

Result:
The Home Screen displays timer symbol as shown below:

3. To reset Timer, select “Reset” from the Main Menu or “Reset Timer” from the Timer Menu.
The device will return to Home Screen with no Timer symbol and time displayed will be the
running time of current cooking function. The cooking function will remain running until
canceled by user.
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Wireless Thermometer Operation
One of the most innovative design features of the TempMaster Pro is the detachable thermometer. Its
rechargeable battery can provide 100+ hours of running time. It’ll be automatically recharged while
docked on the fan controller module with power.

On/Off
Press the power button on the thermometer to turn it on. To turn off, hold the power button until “OFF”
flashes and the screen shuts down.

Disconnect Internal Battery
You can disconnect the internal battery of the thermometer, to sync power on/off with the fan
controller module. The switch is located next to the docking connector pins on the docking side of the
thermometer. Default setting for this switch is turned on. The thermometer needs to be turned on/off
from its own power button after turning on/off the device power. This is designed so the thermometer
can be used independently. If the battery switch is turned off, the thermometer will be turned on and
off at the same time with the fan controller module.
The following illustration shows the location of the battery switch.

Firmware Upgrade
The BBQube TempMaster Pro is designed to have upgradeable firmware for future function upgrades
and expansions. To upgrade, please go to our online instructions under TempMaster Pro product page.
You’ll need to install a free software called Xloader (downloadable from our website) to perform this
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upgrade. Please watch our tutorial video on “How to upgrade BBQube TempMaster Pro firmware” on
youtube or our website BBQube.us.

Specifications
The BBQube TempMaster Pro has the following specifications:
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature regulation range: 160 ⁰F to 400 ⁰F
Input Power: 12 VDC at 2 Amps
Fan capacity range: 0 CFM to 12 CFM
Probe temperature operating range: -22 ⁰F to 572 ⁰F
BBQube TempMaster Pro unit overall dimensions fan controller module and thermometer
module):
4.0” (L) x 4.0” (W) x 3.7” (H)

Important Safety Information
Failure to follow all safety instructions and warnings regarding your charcoal fire grill or
cooker can result in property damage, personal injury, or even death.

Read all Safety Instructions
You must read and follow all safety instructions and warnings that were provided with your grill or
cooker. Each grill or cooker may have specific safety concerns and issues that only the manufacturer of
that product can properly inform you about. This user guide is not intended to replace the user manual
and instructions that came with your grill or cooker, but only to supplement it.

Fire Hazard
Charcoal fires are inherently dangerous. Follow all the safety instructions and warnings regarding
building your charcoal fire that came with your grill or cooker.
Never grill indoors. Carbon monoxide fumes can build up and cause loss of consciousness or even
death.
Do not use the BBQube TempMaster Pro on propane grills or cookers! Reducing oxygen levels to a gas
grill fire can cause a build-up of gas and an explosion!

General Operation
Position the coals in your fire so that burning embers cannot fall into the BBQube TempMaster Pro air
hose.
Only use the provided AC power adapter or USB battery to power the BBQube TempMaster Pro.
Do not plug any other USB device into the SV Attachment port. Do not plug in any appliances that
exceed 1000w power rating for Relay function.
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